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sendmail, 3rd EditionO'Reilly, 2002
The new edition of sendmail has been completely revised to cover sendmail 8.12--a version with more features and fundamental changes than any previous version of the Unix-based email routing program.  Because the latest version of sendmail differs so significantly from earlier versions, a massive rewrite of this...
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Nuendo Power!Course Technology PTR, 2004
Whether you are a musician, recording engineer, sound designer, video editor, or other type of 
media author, certainly you have noticed that the demands of audio production in today’s multimedia 
environment have increased dramatically. With the proliferation of surround sound systems in theaters, 
homes, and specialized...
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Designing Cisco NetworksCisco Press, 1999
Cisco authorized self-study book for CCDA foundation learning

* Prepare for CCDA certification while mastering the network design process
* Learn to characterize existing networks and determine new customer requirements
* Develop appropriate network topologies for various environments
* Design device naming schemes and IP...
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pfSense 2 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	pfSense is an open source distribution of FreeBSD-based firewall which provides a platform for flexible and powerful routing and firewalling. The versatility of pfSense presents us with a wide array of configuration options which, compared to other offerings, makes determining requirements a little more difficult and a lot more important....
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CCNA Cisco Certified Network Associate : Study Guide (with CD-ROM)Sybex, 2000
Here's the book you need to prepare for Cisco's new CCNA exam, 640-607. Written by a Cisco internetworking expert who knows exactly what it takes to pass the test, this Study Guide provides:  

Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies In-depth coverage of official exam objectives  Configuration practice with a Router...
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Cisco® LAN Switching (CCIE Professional Development)Cisco Press, 1999
CCIE Professional Development: Cisco LAN  Switching is essential for preparation for the CCIE Routing and Switching  exam track. As well as CCIE preparation, this comprehensive volume provides  readers with an in-depth analysis of Cisco LAN Switching technologies,  architectures and deployments. ...
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Advances in Evolutionary Algorithms: Theory, Design and PracticeSpringer, 2006
The goal of this book is to develop efficient optimization algorithms to solve diverse real-world problems of graded difficulty. Genetic and evolutionary mechanisms have been deployed for reaching the goal.

This book has made five significant contributions in the realm of genetic and evolutionary computation (GEC).

Practical...
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CCIE: Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert Study Guide, Second EditionSybex, 2003
Here's the book you need to prepare for Cisco's CCIE Qualification and Lab    Exams. This Study Guide provides:    

	Assessment testing to    focus and direct your studies    
	In-depth coverage of all exam    objectives    
	Hundreds of challenging practice questions, in...
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SIP TrunkingCisco Press, 2010
The first complete guide to planning,  evaluating, and implementing high-value SIP trunking solutions

 

Most large  enterprises have switched to IP telephony, and service provider backbone  networks have largely converted to VoIP transport. But there’s a...
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Human Computation (Synthesis Lectures on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	Human computation is a new and evolving research area that centers around harnessing human intelligence to solve computational problems that are beyond the scope of existing Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms. With the growth of the Web, human computation systems can now leverage the abilities of an unprecedented number of people via the...
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Cisco Router Configuration, Second EditionCisco Press, 2000
The objective of this book is to help you, the novice Cisco users, with the  basic administration of your internetworking devices. Using straightforward case  studies and practical examples, Cisco Router  Configuration, 2E teaches IOS fundamentals for configuring, operating,  and maintaining internetworking devices....
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Virtualization with Microsoft Virtual Server 2005Syngress Publishing, 2006
A virtual evolution in IT organizations throughout the world has begun. It is estimated that currently 3% of all servers run virtually and that number is expected to grow rapidly over the next 5 years. Server Sprawl and escalating IT costs have managers and system administrators scrambling to find ways to cut costs and reduce Total Cost of...
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